DUTCH DAYS WEST CHINA
NARRATIVE REPORT

COVER | Mayor of Maastricht, Ms. Annemarie Penn officially
opened the Fashionclash exhibition at Fangsuo
1,2 | Audiences of the Maastricht Day at Fangsuo
3 | Mr. Mao Jihong (owner of Fangsuo), Mr. Ton Harmes
(owner of Dominicanen)
4 | Presenter Mr. Rob Kuster (Zuyd University)
5 | Presenter Ms. Wang Xinxin (Zuyd University)
6 | Presenter Ms. Chequita Nahar (MAFAD)
7 | Presenter Mr. Marcel van Kan (MAFAD)
8 | Presenter Mr. Tim Prins (Studio Stad)
9 | Panelist Mr. Branko Popovic (Fashionclash)
10 | Presenter Ms. Monique van Kerkhof and dancers
11 | Salon session with Tim Prins and Branko Popovic
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3.8
SOCIAL EVENT:
PECHAKUCHA NIGHT

DUTCH DAYS WEST CHINA
NARRATIVE REPORT

EVENTS CHENGDU

27/09
27 September 2015 | 19:30-21:30 | Fangsuo Commune Chengdu

PechaKucha Night is an international presentation format
and phenomenon taking place regularly in over 850 cities
around the world, and is attended by more than 250,000
people annually. PechaKucha Night has been described as
the world's biggest physical social network. During a
PechaKucha Night several speakers will share their story
in a fast pitch format; 20 images x 20 seconds. About
Asia is the licensed city organizer of Pechakucha Night in
Chengdu and as a part of Dutch Days, the Pechakucha
night invited Dutch Days participants and international
cultural representatives to share their stories about city
and creativity.
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> Venue
FANGSUO
COMMUNE

> Content
OPENING EVENT
& UNIVERSITY
INTRODUCTIONS

Fangsuo Chengdu collaborated for the second time on a
PechaKucha Night. The very first PechaKucha Night Chengdu was
organized at Fangsuo in March 2015 and attracted hundreds of
visitors. Fangsuo Commune was both for Dutch Days Chongqing
and Chengdu an important partner. Next to making the venue
available, they were also of great help in the co-development of all
the sub-events.
11 selected speakers presented their story in the fast PechaKucha
pitch format. The night was started by Ton Harmes (the owner of
Dominicanen) who revealed his secret of how to manage a
bookstore successfully. Dutch alumni Mr. Cao Ling, Dutch urban
planner Mr. Caspar Lysen, and alumni artist Li Xiaofeng shared
their experiences and projects respectively. Chinese violinist Kun,
who also performed at the Dutch Days crossover music events, told
his story with a combination of music and visuals.
In the second half part, Mr. Sheng Bang (editor of an art magazine),
Mr. Tim Prins (urban innovator), Mr. Lan Qingwei (curator)
illustrated their mission and vision in their projects, Ms. Monique
Van Kerkhof shared her passion by presenting her art works. Brand
consultant of Fangsuo, Mr. Ling HuLei told an interesting story
about the construction of Fangsuo, from an artistic perspective. As
a final presentation Mr. Pablo Lucker was invited to give a live
painting show. During his performance the audiences could say a
key word that reminds them of Holland. Artist Pablo Lucker put the
audiences’ thoughts immediately on a piece of paper, resulting in a
collectively produced artwork.

> Visitors

For the concluding event of Dutch Days Chengdu several Dutch
Days supporters were invited, such as all venue partners. Due to
the Chinese holidays (Mid-Autumn Festival) the attendance was
expected to be less than some other events, however, the
Pechakucha Night still welcomed over 200 audiences visit.

> Execution

About Asia organizes PechaKucha Nights regularly in Chengdu
and connected the event to Dutch Days programme. Jointly with
Fangsuo, About Asia selected and invited the speakers and
presented the PechaKucha Night.
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COVER | All PechaKucha Night speakers after the event
1 | Violinist Kun performed during the PechaKucha Night
2 | Presenter Mr. Li Xiaofeng (independent artist and
Dutch alumni)
3 | Presenter Mr. Caspar Lysen (urban planner)
4 | Presenter Mr. Cao Ling (Dutch alumni)
5 | The audience of the PechaKucha Night
6 | Artist Mr. Pablo Lucker created an artwork live on stage
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3.9
EXHIBITION:
FASHIONCLASH

DUTCH DAYS WEST CHINA
NARRATIVE REPORT

EVENTS CHENGDU

25-27/09
25-27 September 2015 | Fangsuo Commune Chengdu

Fashionclash is an art and fashion festival that annually
takes place in Maastricht. It is an international &
interdisciplinary platform for the new generation of
designers. The event connects talents, various art and
design disciplines, culture and a broad audience through
fashion events. During the Maastricht Day a selection of
12 works were exhibited at Fangsuo Chengdu. All works
were “Made in Maastricht”. Mayor of Maastricht
Annemarie Penn officially opened the exhibition at the
start of the Maastricht Day.
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One of the presentation areas of Fangsuo Chengdu was converted
into an exhibition space for Fashionclash design works, videos
and project introductions.
The exhibition “Fashionclash presents: Fashion Maastricht in
Chengdu” represents the quality of craftsmanship and a broad
spectrum of fashion design aesthetics by talented designers who
are all linked to Maastricht by origin or education. Most of the
featured designers are alumni of MAFAD, the Maastricht Academy
of Fine Arts and Design. In addition to the exhibited design works,
videos from Fashionclash Fastival highlighted the 7th edition of
Fashionclash Festival.
Participated designers were: Anna Gregor, Ebby Port, Joelle Boers,
Julia Aumann, Julia Schmitz, Linda Friesen, Marlou Breuls, Rachel
Prijs, Reinder Schmidt, Renate Cuiper, Schueller de Waal, Strikks.

> Visitors

The exhibition got most attention from the shoppers that visited
Fangsuo Commune. The exhibition was open for public during the
weekend. On weekend days Fangsuo Chengdu attracts thousands
of visitors which are in general interested in culture and art.

> Execution

The city of Maastricht invited Fashionclash to present their work
in Chengdu and partly facilitated the event. The founders of
Fashionclash curated the event and constructed the floor plan.
Fangsuo and About Asia jointly executed the floor management
for the event and arranged all local facilities necessary to develop
a quality exhibition; such as the lighting, the mannequins,
televisions et cetera.
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COVER | Mayor of Maastricht Ms. Annemarie Penn, together with
Fashionclash co-founders Mr. Branko Popovic and Laurens
Hamacher at the opening of the Fashionclash exhibition
1,2 | Fashionclash exhibition at Fangsuo Commune Chengdu
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